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a b s t r a c t

Progressive collapse of structures refers to local damage due to occasional and abnormal loads, which in
turn leads to the development of a chain reaction mechanism and progressive and catastrophic failure.
The tie force (TF)method is one of themajor design techniques for resisting progressive collapse, whereby
a statically indeterminate structure is designed through a locally simplified determinate structure by
assumed failure mode. The method is also adopted by the BS8110-1:1997, Eurocode 1, and DoD 2005.
Due to the overly simplified analytical model used in the current practical codes, it is necessary to further
investigate the reliability of the code predictions. In this research, a numerical study on two reinforced
concrete (RC) frame structures demonstrates that the current TF method is inadequate in increasing the
progressive collapse resistance. In view of this, the fundamental principles inherent in the current TF
method are examined in some detail. It is found that the current method fails to consider such important
factors as load redistribution in three dimensions, dynamic effect, and internal force correction. As such,
an improved TFmethod is proposed in this study. The applicability and reliability of the proposedmethod
is verified through numerical design examples.

© 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Progressive collapse of structures refers to local damage due to
occasional and abnormal events such as gas explosions, bombing
attacks, and vehicular collisions. The local damage causes a
subsequent chain reaction mechanism spreading throughout the
entire structure, which in turn leads to a catastrophic collapse.
In general, progressive collapse of structures is characterized by
a disproportion in size between the triggering event and the
resulting collapse [1].

Since the 1968 partial collapse of London’s Ronan Point apart-
ment tower, many nations have started investigations on progres-
sive collapse resistance and published a series of design codes,
specifications, and guidelines. These include the British Standard
and Regulation [2–4], Eurocode [5,6], NBCC [7], ASCE7-05 [8],
ACI318 [9], GSA 2003 [10], and DoD 2005 [11]. Moore [12] in-
vestigated two building cases under an occasional event, and the
study shows that progressive collapse resistance can be effec-
tively improved by the UK provisions. Nevertheless, the current
design codes and guidelines are not considered to completely sat-
isfy the progressive collapse design requirements. In this regard,
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Dusenberry [13] suggested that further research is necessary to aid
better understanding of the mechanisms of progressive collapse
resistance of structures. This may include further study of the
strength and ductility of structural elements and systems under
the limit state. From a conceptual point of view, Nair [14] de-
scribed three approaches to enhance the progressive collapse re-
sistance of structures, namely, increasing redundancy (or alternate
load paths), local resistance, and interconnection (or continuity).
Nair [14] also identified that the current international codes and
standards focus primarily on the redundancy increase, with little
emphasis on the remaining two approaches. In the area of con-
ceptual study, Starossek [15] suggested that the progressive col-
lapse of structures can be classified into six types, namely, the
pancake, zipper, domino, section, instability and mixed types; and
different treatments should be used for different types of col-
lapse. After investigating analysis and designmethods for progres-
sive collapse resistance, Izzuddin et al. [16] proposed a simplified
approach to progressive collapse assessment of steel-framed
multi-story buildings, and Vlassis et al. [17] developed a new
design-oriented methodology considering impact from failed
floors.

In the current codes of practice, the tie force (TF) method
is one of the two quantitative methods for progressive collapse
design. The other is the alternate path (AP) method, which can
be classified into linear elastic static, linear elastic dynamic,
nonlinear static, and nonlinear dynamic approaches. In the TF
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Nomenclature

α linear dynamic amplification factor
DCR demand-to-capacity ratio
Ft basic tensile strength
F1, F2, F ′

1, F
′

2, F3, F4 axial force
Fi, Fj tie force capacity
G dead load
Ic steel amount increase as compared to normal

design, %
L, L1, L2, L3, L4 span length of beam
M1,M2,M ′

1,M
′

2,M3,M4 bending moment
Mi beam-end moment capacity
My yield moment
Mp maximummoment
Mu 85% of maximummoment
no number of stories in a structure
P concentrated load
Q live load
QCE expected ultimate
QUD acting force
q, q′ uniformly distributed load on beam
S uniformly distributed floor surface load
SA steel amount, ton
∆ allowable deflection of beam
β internal force correction factor
θ rotation of plastic hinge
θy yield rotation
θp corresponding rotation under maximummoment
θu ultimate rotation
θf fracture rotation

method, the ties between the structural members must satisfy
the strength requirement to ensure structural integrity and
the capacity of alternate load paths. The method simplifies
the actual indeterminate structure to a locally determinate one
with hinge-connected members, by which a minimum level of
connection/tie force can be approximated. As such, complicated
iterative computation is avoided. This makes themethod simple in
calculation and its analysis procedure can be easily standardized.
According to Moore [12], the UK Building Research Establishment
(BRE) has conducted a series of quarter-scale tests to verify the
effectiveness and reliability of the TF method. Liu et al. [18]
and Abruzzo et al. [19], on the other hand, have demonstrated
in their respective studies that inadequacies do exist in the
current TF method for progressive collapse design of steel and
reinforced concrete (RC) frame structures. Moreover, the necessity
of developing an improved TF method has been recommended by
DoD 2005 [11].

In this paper, the current TF method is first reviewed. To
examine the effect of using the current TFmethod, a finite element
solution is comparedwith the results of a published laboratory test
on the collapse of a planar frame. This is followed by an in-depth
study of the collapse mechanism of two reinforced concrete frame
structures designed by the current TF method. The analysis results
demonstrate the vulnerability of the structures to progressive
collapse. The key elements in the current TF method are the two
approaches for calculating the basic tie strength, which is found
to greatly influence the progressive collapse resistance capacity.
One approach is related to the number of stories, and the other
is based on the assumed failure mode. These two approaches are
examined in some detail in this study, which reveals that the
basic tie strength associated with the story numbers is unable
to truly reflect the capacity of progressive collapse resistance of
frame structures, and therefore should not be recommended. The
tie strength based on the assumed limit state failure mode, on
the other hand, is overly simplified without taking into account
such important factors as spatial load-redistribution mechanisms,
dynamic effects, and internal force correction. Recognizing the
above-mentioned inadequacies in the current TF method, this
study aims to improve the calculation model for the basic tie
strength, and it proposes a corresponding design procedure. The
reliability of the proposed technique is verified through collapse
analysis of the same frame structures redesigned using the
improved TF method.

2. The current TF method

2.1. Background

The TF method was first recommended in the British Stan-
dard [2–4] shortly after the Ronan Point event. This was followed
by the Eurocode [5,6], which employs a similar tie force model and
formulas. Recognizing a sufficient similarity between the US and
British construction practices, DoD 2005 [11] directly adopts the
specifications of the British Standard with a suggestion of possible
amendment based on further investigation [11]. In this study, the
TF method as specified in the British Standard is studied in some
detail for collapse resistance design of RC frame structures.

2.2. Basic provisions

In the TF method, the structural elements are assumed to
be mechanically tied together, thereby enhancing the continuity,
ductility, and development of alternate load paths. Tie forces
are typically provided by the existing structural elements and
connections, which are designed using conventional procedures to
carry the standard loads imposed upon the structure. According
to the location and function, the ties are classified into four types,
namely internal, peripheral, ties to columns andwalls, and vertical
ties. The load paths of the various types of tie are required to be
the shortest while maintaining continuity, and the required tie
strength must be satisfied.

2.3. Basic tie strength

The current TF method is based on the basic tie strength
Ft , which is the minimum tensile force required for progressive
collapse resistance. The strength of the four types of tie is obtained
by multiplying the basic tie strength by a modification factor.
As a result, the basic tie strength plays a very important role in
the entire TF methodology. In the current codes and standards,
the basic tie strength is determined from the lesser of (1) 4no +

20 kN/m, where no is the number of stories in a structure,
and (2) 60 kN/m. The first value is an empirical one from the
structural importance viewpoint. Using this value, structures with
more stories would have more serious consequences due to
progressive collapse. This thus leads to a larger requirement on
the level of tie forces. The second value is obtained according to
the following method: the failure mode of horizontal members,
exhibiting a catenary behavior, is assumed to effectively provide
the required tie strength under a limit state. It is believed that
the horizontal members are able to function through catenary
action, thereby avoiding collapse. In such a way, a complex
indeterminate structure can be analyzed by transferring it locally
into a determinate one at the location of a damaged vertical
element, i.e. column. The analytical diagram for calculating the
basic tie strength is illustrated in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Analytical diagram for calculating the basic tie strength adopted in the
British code.

From Fig. 1,

Ft =
qL2

2∆
, (1)

where Ft is the total tensile force at mid-span; q is the uniformly
distributed load applied to the top of the beam; L is the span length
of the beam; and∆ is the allowable deflection. Substituting typical
values of L = 5 m, q = 5 kN/m2, ∆ = L/5 yields and Ft =

60 kN/m.

3. Simulation of progressive collapse and analysis of failure
mechanism

In this study, the analysis of progressive collapse is based on
the finite element method. The results of a published laboratory
test on a reinforced concrete planar frame are used to verify the
numerical solution. Further, the collapse mechanism of the planar
frame tested is also examined.

3.1. Finite element analysis

The fiber beam model THUFIBER [20] previously developed by
the authors is used herein in conjunction with a commercial finite
element software MSC.MARC [21] to simulate the collapse of a
reinforced concrete planar frame tested by Yi et al. [22]. Through
comparison with the test results, the reliability of using THUFIBER
in collapse simulation is verified.

The four-span and three-story planar frame structure tested
by Yi et al. [22] is shown in Fig. 2, with detailed dimensions
and test setup. In the experiment, a constant point load was
applied to the top of the frame through a hydraulic jack. The
removed/failed middle column in the ground floor, representing
a collapse situation, was replaced by a passively loaded hydraulic
jack. When the upper jack was balanced with load, the lower jack
started to unload, by which the process of column removal can be
replicated.

Fig. 3(a) presents a comparison between the test results and
the THUFIBER solution on the axial load versus the unloading
displacement of the failed middle column. It is evident that
the THUFIBER prediction is accurate. Shown in Fig. 3(b) are the
predicted horizontal displacements of the columns at first-floor
level affected by the downward displacement of the failed middle
column. Again a good agreement with the test results is achieved,
in particular at points 3-1 and 3-2.

3.2. Analysis of collapse and failure mechanism

Shown in Fig. 4(a) is the analytical diagram of the first-floor
beams supported directly by the failed middle column (see Fig. 2).
It should be noted that, by virtue of symmetry, the axial forces at
plastic hinges are identical at both beam ends (i.e. F1). This is also
true for the axial forces at plastic hinges at mid-span (i.e. F2) as
well as the moments (M1 andM2). Fig. 4(b) presents the THUFIBER
predictions of the internal forces (moments and axial forces) of
the beam versus the unloading displacement of the failed middle
column. Note also that, due to symmetry, only the results of the
left span (sections 5-1 and 5-2 in Fig. 2) are compared and reported
herein.

A further examination of Fig. 4(b) reveals that the load-carrying
process of the beams can be classified into three stages.

(1) Linear elastic stage (region 0A). During this stage, the beam is
restrained by the horizontal displacement and its cross-section
is under the state of combined compression–bending. At the
end of this stage, plastic hinges develop at the beam ends. The
beam relies completely on the end moments in resisting the
load.

(2) Plastic hinge developing stage (region AB). The plastic hinges
undergo relatively large rotation due to an increase in
the applied load. At this stage, large vertical deformation
develops in the first-floor beams and the outward horizontal
restraints at beam ends release gradually. The internal force
status of the beam cross-section also gradually changes from
compression–bending to tension–bending when the middle
columndisplacement reaches 150mm. The applied load is now
resisted by both the beam-endmoments (in a large proportion)
and the axial forces. This is because the vertical component of
the tensile force is small due to the small magnitudes of the
resultant as well as the deflection of the beam.
Fig. 2. Collapse test of a planar frame (Yi et al. [19]).
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Fig. 3. Comparison between analysis results and test data of frame specimen.
(a) Analytical diagram for first-floor beams above the failed middle column.
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Fig. 4. Analysis of collapse mechanism.
(3) Catenary action stage (region BC). With continued increase
in the applied load, the bending capacity at the plastic
hinges reduces dramatically, thereby further increasing the
deflection of the beam. At this stage, the applied load is
carried by the beam, through tensile reinforcement, following a
catenary action. With an increase in displacement, the vertical
component of the beam axial force also increases. This leads
to a further increase in load-carrying capacity until the system
collapses at point C.

Based on the above discussion of the three stages, it can
be summarized that the applied load is initially resisted by the
beam-end moments (so-called beam action) and then the axial
forces (so-called catenary action). The change-over phase of the
two actions occurs at around Point B, as shown in Fig. 4(b). The
experimental work of Yi et al. [22] reveals that beam action under
small deformation and catenary action under large deformation
can both be employed as a control state in collapse resistance
design. However, the relationship between deformation and action
has not been quantified for general cases. It is therefore necessary
to discuss in some detail the ultimate deformation for beam action
and catenary action.

3.3. Ultimate deformation for beam action and catenary action

A typical moment–curvature relationship of a plastic hinge is
presented in Fig. 5(a). Corresponding to the ultimate moment
Mu, which is a 15% reduction of the maximum moment Mp, the
rotation is defined as the ultimate rotation θu. According to the
statistics on plastic hinge rotations provided by Xu [23], who
summarized the test results of a total of 154beams failed in flexural
mode, the average yield rotation θy and the average ultimate
rotation θu of a plastic hinge are 0.34° and 3.4°, respectively. The
corresponding deflections ∆ of the beam are 0.006L and 0.06L,
respectively, while ∆ and L are shown in Fig. 4(a). A simplified
moment–curvature relationship of a plastic hinge is presented in
Fig. 5(b). It should be noted that the tie force of beams, upon losing
flexural capacity due to rotation larger than θu, can be provided
by tensile reinforcements until reaching fracture rotation θf . DoD
2005 [11] recommends that, for beams with a span-to-depth ratio
greater than 5 in structures ofmedium to high safety classification,
θf of a plastic hinge should be taken as 12°, which is equivalent to
0.213L of the beamdeflection. In the laboratory test of Yi et al. [22],
θf was found to be 10.3°, which is equivalent to 0.182L of the
beam deflection. A θf of an equivalent deflection 0.2L is suggested
in the current TF method [4,6,11]. Based on the above discussion,
the corresponding ultimate deformations for beam and catenary
actions are set to be 0.06L and 0.2L, respectively.

4. Verification of design capacity using the current TF method

The reliability of the current TF method as specified in
the British standard is verified herein. This is done through
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Fig. 5. Moment–curvature relationship of a plastic hinge.
(a) Perspective of 3-story frame. (b) Perspective of 8-story frame.
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Fig. 6. Details of 3-D RC frames.
examination of progressive collapse resistance capacities of two
reinforced concrete frame structures designed using the current
TF and the normal design methodologies. Note that the normal
design refers to seismic design without consideration of any TF
requirement. The analysis of the frame models is performed using
THUFIBER.

4.1. Details of the frame structures

Presented in Fig. 6 are the perspective and plan views of a 3-
story and an 8-story 3-D RC frame structure, designed for a seismic
intensity of 8°, with design peak ground acceleration of 0.2g , as
specified in Chinese seismic design code [24]. This intensity is
equivalent to Zone IIB, according to Uniform Building Code 1997
(UBC) [25]. Also shown in Fig. 6(c) are the locations and floor levels
of the removed columns. For the purpose of comparison, all the
design parameters except the story numbers are kept the same for
both structures.

4.2. Analysis assumption

In the current TF design, the horizontal tie strength is calculated
based on the floor width, and it is considered to be either
distributed over the floor slab or concentrated on the beam [11].
In this study, a similar method to the sample calculation given
in the Appendix of DoD 2005 [11] is adopted, where only the
lateral-resisting system of the frame is modeled and horizontal tie
reinforcements are assumed to be clustered in beamsonly. Another
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Table 1
Collapse status of 3-story frame with normal and TF designs.

Location of removed column Corner Middle (X-direction) Middle (Y -direction) Interior

1st floor
Normal seismic design C C NC C

Current TF design Ft = 4no + 20 C C NC C
Ft = 60 C C NC NC

2nd–3rd floors
Normal seismic design C C NC –

Current TF design Ft = 4no + 20 C C NC –
Ft = 60 C C NC –

Note: Ft in kN/m; C — collapse; NC — non-collapse; ‘‘–’’ — not applicable.
Table 2
Collapse status of 8-story frame with normal and TF designs.

Location of removed column Corner Middle (X-direction) Middle (Y -direction) Interior

1st floor
Normal seismic design NC NC NC NC

Current TF design Ft = 4no + 20 NC NC NC NC
Ft = 60 NC NC NC NC

2nd–3rd floors
Normal seismic design NC NC NC –

Current TF design Ft = 4no + 20 NC NC NC –
Ft = 60 NC NC NC –

4th floor
Normal seismic design C NC NC –

Current TF design Ft = 4no + 20 C NC NC –
Ft = 60 C NC NC –

5th–8th floors
Normal seismic design C C NC –

Current TF design Ft = 4no + 20 C C NC –
Ft = 60 C C NC –

Note: Ft in kN/m; C — collapse; NC — non-collapse; ‘‘–’’ — not applicable.
important consideration of such a treatment is that, in practice,
some of the floor slabs (e.g. precast and composite slabs) are unable
to offer adequate tie strength. As a result, the slab contribution
can be conservatively accounted for in the analysis. In addition, the
basic tie strength is taken as the lesser of the two specified values
determined on the basis of two different principles, as outlined in
Section 2.3. The reliability of using these two values in the design
is also investigated.

4.3. Evaluation of progressive collapse resistance capacity

Referring to GSA 2003 [9] and DoD 2005 [11], the process of
element removal follows a top-down sequence. As illustrated in
Fig. 6(c), the middle column in the X- and Y -directions and the
corner column of each floor are considered to be removed. For
the ground floor, also removed is the interior column. Note that
only one column is removed in each analysis. In the nonlinear
time history analysis, an adequate time period of 3 s is set so that
the structural collapse, should it take place, can be reached. The
detailed analysis procedure is outlined below.

(1) Before element removal, the structure is in a static equilibrium
under the applied vertical load.

(2) Remove one structural element (i.e. selected column) by
instantaneously deactivating the corresponding element in the
finite element model, thereby releasing the internal forces of
the removed element [21].

(3) Analyze the structure up to failure or to a steady state.
The failure criterion of a beam element is that the steel
fiber is ‘‘killed’’ when its ultimate strain is reached. If all
the steel fibers on an element cross-section are ‘‘killed’’, the
corresponding element is then considered failed. Also used as
a supplementary failure criterion is the ultimate deflection of
0.2L (as discussed in Section 3.3) at the removed column joint.

4.4. Analysis results and discussion

Summarized in Tables 1 and 2 are the results of collapse analysis
upon column removal for the 3- and 8-story frames, respectively.
Both the normal seismic design and current TF methods are used,
and the column removal is assumed to occur at various locations
(see Fig. 6(c)).

It can be found that the current TF method is unable to
significantly enhance the progressive collapse resistance of the RC
frame structures. For the 3-story frame (Table 1), the structural
responses (collapse or non-collapse) are identicalwith andwithout
using the TF design method, except for the case of interior column
removal in the first (ground) floor. Similar results are also found for
the 8-story frame (Table 2), where the two design methods yield
completely identical responses.

As discussed in Section 2.3, the basic tie strength plays a key role
in the current TF method. One of the two basic tie strength values,
Ft = 4no + 20 kN/m, is an empirical value without any theoretical
verification. As indicated in Table 2 for the 8-story frame, removing
of columns in the higher stories (4th and 5th–8th for the corner
column; 5th–8th for the middle column in the X-direction) results
in a higher possibility of structural collapse. This is because the
residual frame offers less alternate load paths. On the other hand,
when the first-floor columns (corner column and middle column
in the X-direction) are removed, collapse has occurred in the
3-story frame (Table 1). This is, however, not the case for the
8-story frame (Table 2). The simulated collapse results imply that,
if more stories exist above the removed columns, the redundancy
of the residual structure is higher because more remaining beams
are available to carry the applied load. The overall system is
thereby stronger in progressive collapse resistance. The results
further suggest that progressive collapse resistance is enhanced by
developing alternate load paths, which is in direct proportion to
the number of stories of frames. This is under the condition that
the remaining structural configurations, such as plan layout, are
identical. The above discussion implies that the design demand for
progressive collapse decreases with an increase in story numbers.
However, the empirical value of basic tie strength Ft = 4no +

20 kN/m in the current TF method suggests otherwise — higher
design demandwith more story numbers. This further reveals that
the use of the value Ft = 4no + 20 kN/m reflects primarily the
serious consequence of progressive collapse of higher-story frames
rather than their actual collapse resistance capacity.
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Table 3
Comparison of steel amount in beams of the 3-story frame with different designs.

Floor Normal seismic design AP design Current TF design
Ft = 4no + 20 Ft = 60

SA SA Ic SA Ic SA Ic

3 1.81 2.26 24.86 1.87 3.31 2.21 22.10
2 1.97 2.24 13.71 2.01 2.03 2.26 14.72
1 2.16 2.50 15.74 2.20 1.85 2.39 10.65
Total 5.94 7.00 17.85 6.08 2.36 6.86 15.49

Note: Ft in kN/m; SA — steel amount in ton; Ic — increase as compared to normal design (%).
Table 4
Comparison of steel amount in beams of the 8-story frame with different designs.

Floor Normal seismic design AP design Current TF design
Ft = 4no + 20 Ft = 60

SA SA Ic SA Ic SA Ic

8 2.00 2.27 13.50 2.24 12.00 2.42 21.00
7 2.33 2.64 13.30 2.48 6.44 2.60 11.59
6 2.91 3.09 6.19 3.04 4.47 3.12 7.22
5 3.64 3.64 0 3.78 3.85 3.87 6.32
4 4.26 4.26 0 4.39 3.05 4.47 4.93
3 4.87 4.87 0 5.00 2.67 5.04 3.49
2 5.36 5.36 0 5.50 2.61 5.59 4.29
1 5.43 5.43 0 5.57 2.58 5.65 4.05
Total 30.80 31.56 2.47 32.00 3.90 32.76 6.36

Note: Ft in kN/m; SA — steel amount in ton; Ic — increase as compared to normal design (%).
Tables 3 and 4 respectively list the total amount of longitudi-
nal steel reinforcement (SA) required for beams for each floor of
the 3- and 8-story frames. Three design methods are used, namely
the normal seismic design (with no consideration on progressive
collapse), the AP design, and the current TF design. Also presented
in the tables are the percentage increase (Ic) of steel amount as
compared to the normal design, as well as the total SA and Ic for
the entire frame. It should be noted that the nonlinear dynamic AP
method specified in DoD 2005 [11] is generally accepted as an ac-
curate approach for progressive collapse design. As such, the AP
method is used first to gradually increase the amount of steel un-
til reaching a non-collapse state of the system. Such steel amount
is then used as a threshold requirement for comparison. For the
3-story frame, Table 3 shows that the total Ic (i.e. 2.36%) that re-
sulted from the TF design (with Ft = 4no + 20 kN/m) is much less
than that of the actualminimum requirement (17.85%). For a frame
with low number of stories (no is small), Ft = 4no + 20 kN/m is
inevitably smaller than Ft = 60 kN/m. Hence a smaller amount
of steel is required should the lesser value of 4no + 20 kN/m and
60 kN/m be chosen for the TF design. This unfortunately leads to
an underestimation of the design demand for low-rise frames.

For the 8-story frame, Table 4 demonstrates that the total Ic
(3.9%) due to the TF design (with Ft = 4no + 20 kN/m) exceeds
that of the actual minimum requirement (2.47%). The increase in
steel amount is particularly evident for the 1st–5th floors, whereas
the AP design suggests nil requirement. However, insufficient tie
reinforcement amounts are found for the top three floors of the
frame as compared to the AP design, making the beams thereof
the weakest components for preventing progressive collapse. This
suggests that the empirical value for basic tie strength (Ft = 4no +

20 kN/m) also fails in estimating the steel demand and location for
frames with a large number of stories.

Similar to the above discussion, the other value of basic tie
strength in the current TF method, Ft = 60 kN/m, also shows a
certain level of deficiency in improving the progressive collapse
resistance, as demonstrated in Tables 3 and 4. For the 3-story frame
(Table 3), the total Ic (i.e. 15.49%) due to Ft = 60 kN/m is closer
to the minimum requirement (17.85%), as compared to that due
to Ft = 4no + 20 kN/m (2.36%). This is because Ft = 60 kN/m,
based on the catenary action theory instead of practical experience,
is considered to be a more reasonable value. Nevertheless, the TF
method (even based on Ft = 60 kN/m) still fails to offer adequate
prevention to progressive collapse, as indicated in Table 1.

For the 8-story frame (Table 4), the total Ic (i.e. 6.36%) based on
the TF designwith Ft = 60 kN/m ismuchmore than theminimum
requirement (2.47%). This, together with the individual Ic for an
individual floor, further confirms the inadequacy of the basic tie
strength value Ft = 60 kN/m in that additional reinforcement is
not provided at appropriate locations for effective enhancement
for progressive collapse. In view of the above, the underlining
problems and issues in the current TFmethod need to be addressed
and rectified. This leads to the improvement to the current TF
method which is presented in the following section.

5. Improvement to the current TF method

5.1. Underlining problems in the current TF method

The numerical analysis presented in Section 4 demonstrates
that the current TF method is unable to effectively enhance the
capacity of progressive collapse resistance of frame structures.
First, the basic tie strength requirement Ft = 4no + 20 kN/m,
relating to story number only, is not a reliable theoretical
value. The method thus inevitably underestimates the progressive
collapse resistance demand for low-rise frame structures. Second,
the basic tie strength model (Fig. 1), based on the catenary
action assumption, has also failed in arranging the additional tie
reinforcement in an appropriate manner. As a result, the first
empirical value Ft = 4no + 20 kN/m is not considered in the
present improvementwork. On the other hand, the second value of
basic tie strength Ft = 60 kN/m is modified due to its rationality,
to a certain extent, in terms of the catenary action principle.

5.2. Issues in the basic tie strength model

Themain issues associatedwith the basic tie strengthmodel are
discussed in the following three aspects.
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Fig. 7. Spatial load-redistribution at different locations.
5.2.1. Spatial load-redistribution
Load redistribution is a three-dimensional phenomenon in

actual structures. However, such a characteristic is not considered
in the planar catenary model of the current TF method in
calculating the basic tie strength. Two questions are posed
when dealing with load redistribution characteristics in different
directions: (1) in resisting the external load, what mechanism
(beam action or catenary action) do the beams exhibit when
they run in different directions? (2) what is the distribution
of the external load carried by each individual beam through
displacement compatibility? Moreover, what is the relationship
between the load-carrying capacity of beams and the external
load? It should be noted that both questions are related to the
location of the initial damaged column. For a typical layout of
a frame structure, Fig. 7(a) illustrates three load redistribution
zones: interior, edge, and corner zones. If a column is collapsed
(removed), the beams in the corresponding load redistribution
zones will then act as alternate paths in carrying the applied load.

For the first question, it should be noted that not all the beams
can provide effective tie strength through catenary action. This
is demonstrated by modeling the three load distribution zones
shown in Fig. 7(a) as substructures. The dimensions and material
properties of the substructures are identical to those adopted for
the 3- and 8-story frames. All the beams are reinforced with four
25 mm longitudinal bars at top and bottom sections, respectively.
The corresponding axial (tie) force of beams versus the joint
displacement are presented in Fig. 7(b) to (d).

Results indicate that only the continuous beams, fully con-
strained at both ends, are able to provide adequate support reac-
tions and axial tie forces. This is the case for the interior zone, as
evident in Fig. 7(b). This figure also indicates that, when the joint
displacement ∆ reaches the ultimate displacement of the shortest
beam in the Y -direction, the said beam is then considered to have
failed. Subsequently, the remaining beams in the X-direction con-
tinue to offer tie strength up to failure. For the edge zones shown
in Fig. 7(c), the tie forces are provided by the beams along the
frame periphery only due to the constraints at both ends. The per-
pendicular cantilever beams provide nil tie force. This is the same
for the beams in the corner zone (Fig. 7(d)), where a free end ex-
ists. It should be pointed out that beams with little or no tie force
still contribute to progressive collapse resistance. As discussed in
Section 3.2, under small deformation, beam action is dominant in
providing anti-collapse bearing capacity. Such an action is trans-
formed into catenary action upon approaching ultimate deforma-
tion. For the two beams in the corner zone and the cantilever beam
in the edge zone, where the beam action does not require any hor-
izontal constraint at beam ends, the contribution to progressive
collapse resistance by beam action instead of catenary action can
be guaranteed at small deformation stages. Therefore, for the in-
terior and corner zones, the progressive collapse resistance can be
assessed respectively by the catenary and beam actions. For the
edge zone, on the other hand, the resistance should be assessed by
the greater of resistances under catenary action for the periphery
beams and beam action for all the connecting beams in both direc-
tions.

For the second question, the distribution of the external load
carried by each individual beam is discussed for catenary and
beam actions, respectively. The corresponding analytical diagrams
representing a general case are demonstrated in Fig. 8.

For catenary action, the tie strength demand of each of the
connecting beams should take the value of the actual tie force
when the allowable deflection of the shortest beam is reached.
This is because, for connecting beams, the plastic hinges at the
beam ends reach their ultimate rotation at different times due to
different span lengths. The shortest beamusually damages first and
fails in providing tie strength. This results in an overload on the
remaining beams due to load redistribution, which in turn leads to
a system failure. In the current TF method, however, the influence
of different span lengths in different directions for connecting
beams, and hence their interactions, are not considered. The tie
strength demands in beams in different directions are calculated
individually. This obviously differs from the actual catenary
mechanism.

Assume that the shortest beam in the two directions is Beam 1,
as shown in Fig. 8(a). Its ultimate state is defined by the vertical
deflection ∆ reaching the allowance value L1/5, where L1 is the
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Fig. 8. Analytical diagram for catenary and beam actions.
span length of Beam 1. Satisfying the equilibrium of the horizontal
components of the beam axial forces leads to

L1
L21 + ∆2

× F1 =
L2

L22 + ∆2
× F2. (2)

Considering ∆ = L1/5 and L1 < L2, Eq. (2) can be simplified as

F1 ≈ F2. (3)

Satisfying the equilibrium of the vertical components of the
beam axial forces leads to

q(L1 + L2) =
∆

L21 + ∆2
× F1 +

∆
L22 + ∆2

× F2

≈ ∆ ×


1
L1

+
1
L2


× F1. (4)

Rearranging Eq. (4) yields

F1 = F2 = qL1L2/∆. (5)

Assuming that the shortest beam in the perpendicular direction
is Beam 3, with a span length L3 > L1, a similar relationship
between the tie strengths in Beams 3 and 4 can also be obtained,
as expressed in Eq. (6). This is under the condition of displacement
compatibility, where the joint is considered to have reached the
same ultimate deflection, ∆ = L1/5.

F3 ≈ F4. (6)

Similarly, the relationship between F3 and the applied uni-
formly distributed load q′ in the perpendicular direction can be
reached.

F3 = F4 = q′L3L4/∆. (7)

Eqs. (3) and (5)–(7) describe the relationship between the
tie force and the applied load in the two orthogonal directions,
respectively, when the joint deflection reaches its ultimate value
of L1/5. It is therefore recommended, in designing tie strengths
for dual-direction connecting beams, that the lower bound of the
required tie strength and the applied load should satisfy Eqs. (3)
and (5)–(7).
For the beam action shown in Fig. 8(b), the equilibrium of the
plastic hinge bending moments and the applied load yields, for
each beam (assuming that L1 < L2),

M1 + M ′

1 =
qL21
2

(8)

and

M2 + M ′

2 =
qL22
2

. (9)

Local damage of the joint is likely caused by the collapsed
column. This in turnminimizes themoment capacity at around the
joint. Hence, the bending moments at joints, i.e.M ′

1 andM ′

2, can be
conservatively neglected. Eqs. (8) and (9) can then be reduced to
Eqs. (10) and (11), where the applied load is resisted by the plastic
hinge moments at beam ends only.

M1 =
qL21
2

(10)

M2 =
qL22
2

. (11)

The beam action also requires that the two beams must satisfy
displacement compatibility. According to Section 3.3, when the
joint deflection ∆ reaches 0.06L1, the ultimate rotation θu of the
shorter beam (Beam 1) is attained. With a further increase in the
joint deflection, the moment resistance capacity of the shorter
beam reduces rapidly. This is followed by a load redistribution,
which eventually leads to failure of the other beam (Beam 2). This
behavior is similar to that of catenary action. However, unlike
catenary action, beam action indicates that the rotation of the
longer beam (Beam 2) has exceeded θy (equivalent to 0.006L2)
when ∆ = 0.06L1. This is true unless L2 > 10L1. In most practical
cases, however, L2 < 10L1. Therefore the rotations of both beams
are expected to fall within region AC where the ultimate moment
Mu is reached. This is indicated in Fig. 5(b). This implies that both
beams are able to provide their respective maximum moment
capacity.

Similar to Eqs. (10) and (11), the beam-end moments of the
orthogonal beams (Beams 3 and 4) can be expressed as

M3 =
q′L23
2

(12)
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Fig. 9. Linear dynamic amplification coefficient α for the 3-story frame under
different column removal conditions.

M4 =
q′L24
2

. (13)

Finally, the required tie strengths for connecting beams in
different directions, assessed by the beam-action, must satisfy Eqs.
(10)–(13).

5.2.2. Dynamic effect
The current TF method is a static design method which is

an idealized assumption. Upon initial and instantaneous damage
of a column, the remaining structural members reach a new
stage of equilibrium. This is indeed a dynamic process. It is
worth noting that the maximum internal forces (axial tie forces
or moments) are practically larger than those obtained through
static analysis. As such, an unsafe solution is obtained should
the dynamic effect be ignored. This problem is handled in GSA
2003 [10] and DoD 2005 [11] for the static AP method by using
a dynamic amplification coefficient, α, of 2.0 applied to the static
load to simulate the dynamic effect. It should be noted that such
a coefficient is influenced not only by the dynamic effect but also
the nonlinear behavior. In the present study, however, these two
aspects are considered separately for clarity in discussion. The
coefficient α, expressed herein by the ratio of linear static (LS)
and linear dynamic (LD) responses, is verified through analysis
of the 3-story frame structure. Fig. 9 shows the linear dynamic
amplification coefficients α for different column removal cases in
terms of internal force versus displacement responses. It can be
seen that the code specified coefficient, 2.0, is slightly conservative.
Tsai and Lin [26] have also verified, through nonlinear static
analysis, that the amplification coefficient, expressed by the ratio
of nonlinear static and nonlinear dynamic responses, also produces
conservative estimation for collapse resistance if the dynamic
amplification factor is set to 2.0.

5.2.3. Internal force correction — nonlinear effect
In the current analytical model, the tie strength is obtained

based on the analysis of substructures (tie elements) isolated from
the entire structure. This however differs from reality in that the
substructures are connected to the adjacent structures in the entire
system, thereby causing elasto–plastic load redistribution among
all structural members. When considering the substructures
in isolation, the calculated internal forces (axial tie forces or
moments) are inevitably larger.

In GSA 2003 [10], when the linear elastic APmethod is used, the
calculated internal forces (axial tie forces ormoments) are required
to be corrected to reflect the actual nonlinear structural and mate-
rial behavior. This is done by examining a demand-to-capacity ra-
tio, expressed as DCR = QUD/QCE , where QUD is the acting force
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Fig. 10. Correction factor β for the 3-story frame under different column removal
conditions.

(demand) determined in structural elements and QCE is the ex-
pected ultimate (capacity), unfactored capacity. Using the DCR cri-
teria of the linear elastic approach, structural elements that have
DCR values exceeding 2.0 (for typical structural configurations) or
1.5 (for atypical configurations) are considered to be severely dam-
aged or collapsed [10]. In other words, the correction of calculated
internal forces can be achieved by satisfying QCE ≥ 0.5QUD and
QCE ≥ 0.67QUD for typical and atypical structural configurations,
respectively.

In the improved TF method, the correction factor β , taking into
account the nonlinear effect, is represented by the ratio of internal
forces in nonlinear dynamic (ND) and linear dynamic (LD) analyses.
This factor is verified through the 3-story frame under different
column removal conditions. Presented in Fig. 10 are the internal
force correction factors β versus the deformation capacity. Also
given in the figure is a line representing β = 0.67 as specified in
GSA 2003 [10]. It is evident that this value covers almost all the
column removal cases. This β value is thus used in further analysis
verifying the improved TF method.

This study takes into account both dynamic effects and
nonlinear behavior through the consideration of the dynamic
amplification coefficient α (=2.0) and the internal force correction
factor β (=0.67), respectively. Verification using the 3-story frame
indicates that the product of α and β is 1.34, which is less
than 2.0. This finding is consistent with the suggestion by Ruth
et al. [27] that the dynamic amplification factor is closer to 1.5 for
nonlinear responding systems than the factor 2.0 specified in the
GSA requirements.

5.3. Improved TF method

Based on the above discussions on the underlining problems
and issues in the current TFmethod, an improved analytical model
for basic tie strength is proposed herein.

5.3.1. Basic assumptions
Suggested below are the basic assumptions for frame struc-

tures.
(1) Upon initial damage of a column, the bridging capacities of

the connecting beams perform in beam action (i.e. moment
capacity at plastic hinges at beam ends) or catenary action
(i.e. tensile strength offered by the longitudinal reinforcement
throughout the beam).

(2) For beam action, only the negative moment at beam-
end plastic hinges is considered, which is convenient and
conservative. The positive moment at mid-span is ignored.

(3) Catenary action is only applicable for continuous beams with
longitudinal reinforcement throughout. It is inappropriate
otherwise for cases such as beams connecting to corner
columns.

(4) The tie members must have adequate deformation and shear
strength capacities, which can be ensured by satisfying the
minimum design requirements.
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Table 5
Comparison of steel amount in beams of the 8-story frame with different designs.

Floor Normal seismic
design

Current TF design
(Ft = 4no + 20)

Improved TF
design

SA SA Ic SA Ic

8 2.00 2.24 12.00 2.79 39.50
7 2.33 2.48 6.44 2.77 18.88
6 2.91 3.04 4.47 3.16 8.59
5 3.64 3.78 3.85 3.78 3.85
4 4.26 4.39 3.05 4.4 3.29
3 4.87 5.00 2.67 4.92 1.03
2 5.36 5.50 2.61 5.46 1.87
1 5.43 5.57 2.58 5.54 2.03
Total 30.80 32.00 3.90 32.81 6.53

Note: Ft in kN/m; SA — steel amount in ton; Ic — increase as compared to normal
design (%).

5.3.2. Analysis method and procedure
The detailed analysis method and procedure leading to the

improved TF method are outlined below.
Step (1). A substructure is established by isolating the connecting
beams for different load redistribution zones from the entire
structure, as shown in Fig. 7(a).
Step (2). A uniformly distributed floor surface load S is applied to
the substructure.

S = α(G + Q ), (14)

where G is the dead load (kN/m2); Q is the live load (kN/m2); and
α is the dynamic amplification factor, set as 2. According to the
floor arrangement (one-way or two-way slab), S can be converted
to uniformly distributed load q acting on each beam (see Fig. 8).
Step (3). For interior joints, the tie forces in the orthogonal beams
are assessed by catenary action only. This is because the carrying
capacities of the beams acting in catenary action are found to be
larger than those in beam action. This can be confirmed by the
experiments of Yi [22], in which the latter is about 70% of the
former. For corner joints, the beam-end moment capacities for the
orthogonal beams are assessed by beam action. For edge joints, on
the other hand, the resistance should be assessed by the greater of
the resistances under catenary action for the periphery beams and
beam action for all the connecting beams in both directions.

For catenary action, the tie force capacities Fi and Fj for Beams i
and j, respectively, must satisfy the following:

Fi = Fj > βqLiLj/∆, (15)

where β = 0.67 is the internal force correction factor; q is the uni-
formly distributed load acting on the beam; Li and Lj are respec-
tively the span lengths of Beams i and j in specific directions; ∆ is
the allowable limit of the joint deflection, which equals 1/5 of the
shortest span length of the connecting beams.
For beam action, the beam-end moment capacity Mi must
satisfy the following:

Mi >
βqL2i
2

, (16)

where Li is the span length of the corresponding beam.

6. Verification of the improved TF method

The improved TFmethodproposed in this study is verified using
the present 8-story frame structure. Compared in Table 5 are the
total steel amount SA in beams required for each floor resulting
from the current and improved TF design methods. Also presented
in the table is the percentage increase (Ic) of steel amount as
compared to the normal design, as well as the total SA and Ic for
the entire frame. Results indicate that the required steel amount is
slightly higher in the improved TF design. Such a slight increase in
SA (with Ic = 6.53%) has resulted in the structure satisfying the
requirement of progressive collapse resistance where no collapse
occurs. Also a more appropriate distribution of steel for each floor
can be seen, in particular for the top three floors, as compared to
the current TF design.

To verify the applicability and reliability of the improved TF
method for lower seismic intensity designs, the same8-story frame
is redesigned for seismic intensities of 7° and 6°, with other param-
eters unchanged. The respective design accelerations are 0.1g and
0.05g . Similarly, the seismic design loads of intensity 6° and 7° in
China are generally equivalent to 2/3 of that of Zone I and Zone IIB,
respectively, as specified in UBC 1997 [25]. Both the new designs
using the improved TF method have been found to satisfy the re-
quirement of progressive collapse resistance. Compared to the nor-
mal design, Table 6 indicates that the frames designed for different
seismic intensities require, with different percentages, an increase
in the steel amount (Ic = 6.53%, 26.12% and 40.68% for 8°, 7°,
and 6°, respectively). This suggests that the improved TF method
is effective for different seismic designs in that the structural re-
dundancy is increased, which is beneficial for progressive collapse
resistance. In addition, when the design is based on higher seismic
intensity, a smaller increase in steel amount should be required to
satisfy progressive collapse resistance. This is also verified by the
analysis results, in that Ic decreases when the seismic design re-
quirement becomes higher.

7. Concluding remarks

The tie force (TF) method is one of the most popular techniques
for progressive collapse resistance design. This method is simple
in calculation and easy in standardization as compared to the
nonlinear dynamic AP method, which requires more specialized
input by the designers. Despite such advantages, the current TF
Table 6
Comparison of steel amount in beams of the 8-story frame designed for different seismic intensity.

Seismic intensity 8° 7° 6°
Floor SA Ic SA Ic SA Ic

Normal ITF Normal ITF Normal ITF

8 2.00 2.79 39.50 1.70 2.78 63.53 1.70 2.78 63.53
7 2.33 2.77 18.88 1.86 2.51 34.95 1.76 2.49 41.48
6 2.91 3.16 8.59 2.00 2.64 32.00 1.82 2.50 37.36
5 3.64 3.78 3.85 2.13 2.72 27.70 1.83 2.51 37.16
4 4.26 4.4 3.29 2.32 2.82 21.55 1.88 2.57 36.70
3 4.87 4.92 1.03 2.48 2.96 19.35 1.91 2.64 38.22
2 5.36 5.46 1.87 2.66 3.05 14.66 1.94 2.66 37.11
1 5.43 5.54 2.03 2.73 3.07 12.45 1.96 2.68 36.73
Total 30.80 32.81 6.53 17.88 22.55 26.12 14.80 20.82 40.68

Note: SA — steel amount in ton; Ic — increase as compared to normal design (%); Normal — normal seismic design; ITF — improved TF design.
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method is lacking in its fundamental principles for calculating the
basic tie strength. The inadequacies of the current TF method are
discussed in some detail in the present study through numerical
analysis of a published test specimen and two 3-D RC frames.
An improved TF method is subsequently proposed, taking into
account such important factors as load redistribution in three
dimensions, dynamic effects, and internal force correction. The
proposed method has proven to be effective in replicating the
actual mechanisms of the structural members. The method is also
reliable for improving progressive collapse resistance for frames
designed under different seismic intensities.
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